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The Master took the high seat in the Hall.  A monk asked, “What about the cardinal principal of the Buddha

dharma?”  The Master raised his whisk.  The monk Shouted.  The Master struck him.  Another monk asked, “What
about the cardinal principal of the Buddha dharma?”  Again the Master raised his whisk. The monk shouted.  The

Master also shouted. The monk faltered.  The Master struck him.

In the previous teishos, I only got to give teisho on about half of this part. Actually, in

fact, I’ve hardly spoke about this part at all. I was spending all the time preparing you to actually

enter into the text itself. And starting from today, I will speak directly to the text. It is the very

nature of our selves to manifest our selves from morning to night, from night to morning. We

manifest our selves. You manifest you. According to Tathagata Zen, to manifest the true nature

of your self means to do the activity of following the Dharma.

When  we  analyze  the  Dharma,  we  see,  as  I  was  speaking  of  previously,  that  it  is

comprised of four essential manifestations, or four essential activities. Rinzai manifests all four

of these ways of being of the Dharma by shouting, “Katsu.” His Katsu can be all four of these

manifestations. When we look carefully at the Katsu of Rinzai, we see that actually it isn’t just

one thing. It is comprised of these four activities of the Dharma. If you can’t see for yourself why

it is that Rinzai uses this one thing—this shout, this Katsu—to express all four of these different

manifestations of the Dharma, then you can’t  be said to really  understand Rinzai’s  shout. In

order  to  get  to  the  bottom  of  this,  it  is  very  important  to  manifest  the  wisdom that  truly,

piercingly  sees  into  these  four  activities  of  the  Dharma,  these  four  basic  standpoints  of  the

Dharma activity.

Everything has an origin. And, when the Dharma activity acts to make a new origin, as I

always tell you, without fail it will change its manifestation into the separation of subject and

object; and then, it will change again into the unification of subject and object. The origin of the

self is neither good nor evil. There is no need to speak in the State of the Origin. In Zen teaching

we say that everybody is manifesting that state that is neither good nor evil. Everyone is already

manifesting that state in which there is no anger or joy. There are many ways to describe this
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state in English: “one true nature” is a good expression, or we could call it Shikantaza, or we

could call it kekkafuza, the lotus posture. When you become kekkafuza itself, then there is no

good and no evil. Be careful, though! Just to take the outward shape of Shikantaza or kekkafuza,

this zazen lotus posture isn’t enough. If your heart activity isn’t also totally doing kekkafuza, if

your heart activity instead is doing the activity of thinking this person is adorable and that person

is despicable, of liking this person and hating that person, then it’s never really kekkafuza.

When the condition of the origin itself, through its own power and initiative divides itself

in two, then it is divided into plus and minus, into object and subject, and in that separation a self

is born. The self that is born in between plus and minus will, without fail, look upon inside and

outside, look upon past and future. The self who is manifest in between plus and minus does see

past and future, does see inside and outside. Therefore, it is imperative that that self learns to

perceive outside and inside, future and past, correctly—without mistake. The self who is born

gets pulled by inside and outside, gets tugged this way and that, to the left and to the right, gets

controlled by inside and outside, gets led around by inside and outside. And, that is why we

come to manifest a self that does not understand the nature of the self.

We are pulled around. We are pulled astray by the questions: What is past? What is

future? Therefore, we come to not understand the nature of our selves. So, you have to learn to

manifest the mistaken self in an un-mistaken way. That’s what we teach. How should you see the

world of the past? What is the best way to see the future world? How should you see the world to

the left and the world to the right? How should you see the world of the subject and the world of

the object? Or, we could simply ask: How do you see mother? And, how do you see father?

What I am saying is that there is a correct way to see mother and father. But, what is that?

When the  world  of  past,  present,  and future,  when the  world  of  the  three  worlds  is

manifest, it will then undoubtedly do an activity in which it is moving, in which it is striving to,

again, manifest unification. In order for unification to take place, it is necessary, it is absolutely

necessary that the self who has been manifest dissolve itself. Okay, so we have to dissolve our

selves. But, how do we dissolve our selves? That is not an easy thing to do. We teach this as the

manifestation of No Self. When you meet up with the activity of the unification of subject and

object,  in  order  to  follow that  activity,  you must  do the activity  of  No Self,  the  activity  of

dissolving the self. And, when that occurs then past, present, and future, all three are gone and a

new condition of the origin is manifest. This is when the complete zero condition is manifest. In
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this way, the condition of the origin goes through these four manifestations as it makes a new

condition  of  the  origin  from  the  original  condition.  From  this,  you  must  come  to  the

understanding of what the essence, what the cardinal principle of Buddhism is.

From the condition of the origin, subject and object separate from each other, and the

imperfect self is born. That birth of the imperfect self is also through the Dharma activity. And

that  condition of  separation  of subject  and object  will,  without  fail,  manifest  the activity  of

unifying subject and object. The self who has been manifest through the activity of the separation

of subject and object will meet up with the activity of unifying subject and object. And then, it

must do that activity itself. There will be a result of completely doing that activity of unifying

subject and object  and that result  is zero. That result  is a new condition of the origin.  And,

although the original source and this state of the result are both zero, they are also different. One

was the origin, and this one is the result.

The origin is zero and the result is zero. And from the origin, the activity of the self

appearing  is  manifest.  And the  self  appears.  And that  self  who has  appeared  then  does  the

activity of dissolving itself, of unifying subject and object, and the result of that activity is the

result of zero—the perfect zero again. And so, all four of these conditions, the origin, the self

appearing, the self disappearing, and the result are different from each other and yet, the essence

of Buddhism is not apart from these four. What I mean by this is that it is a mistake to think, for

instance, that the origin is the true thing and the result is not truth, or vice versa, that the result is

the truth and the origin is not the truth. The past was zero. The future will also be zero. And this

imperfect self who is manifest in the process of one origin becoming the new origin is also the

Dharma activity. There is simply nothing that is not the Dharma activity.

In  this  way,  it  is  also  a  mistake  to  think  that  the  perfect  origin  of  zero  is  the  true

Dharmakaya and the perfect result of zero is the true Dharmakaya.; but, the state of separation of

subject and object in which the imperfect self is born is not true, that is also a mistaken way of

thinking.  Origin,  appearing,  disappearing,  and result  are  all  the  Dharma activity  itself.  And,

therefore, there is no essence of Buddha Dharma, there is no Dharma activity apart from all four

of these. To think that the world of God is the truth, and the human world is not the truth is a

mistake. That is to attach to the world of God, and to ignore the human world. And, essentially

that is to ignore the Dharma activity itself, because the Dharma activity includes all of these four

portions.
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To put it in another, simpler way, we can say that the expression, One is Three, Three is

One, expresses the Dharma activity. Therefore, to think that only the One is the truth, and the

Three worlds are not the truth is a mistake. The Dharma activity is the manifestation of One, but

also the manifestation of Three. You can’t think of the Dharma activity apart from the human

world.  Also,  there  is  no  Dharma  activity  apart  from the  zero  manifestation,  apart  from the

Dharmakaya, either. To manifest the wisdom that knows the Dharma activity is to manifest the

wisdom that knows the essence of Buddhism, the cardinal principle of Buddhism.

Now the  monk comes  right  up and faces  Rinzai  and asks,  “The Buddha names this

activity the Dharma. So, what is the great meaning of the Buddha Dharma?” How did Rinzai

answer that monk’s question? So, Rinzai had a whisk. And, these whisks were used to swat away

the mosquitoes and the bugs that would come in the summer time. They would cut the tail of a

horse and make the horsetail hair into a whisk. And, the Zen teachers used those whisks as a tool

of the Dharma activity. There is no difference between Rinzai using his whisk and me using this

fan. It just like when you eat breakfast or lunch and you pick up your fork and use it. To pick up

a whisk and swat a mosquito, to pick up a spoon and eat your food is to manifest the very same

Dharma activity. There is no Dharma activity other than those actions. It’s the same as to say

there is no Dharma activity other than the actions of getting angry and laughing. You have to

really investigate this to understand it.

I think it’s fair to say that Rinzai totally grasped up the question this monk gave him.

And, the monk totally received Rinzai’s answer of raising his whisk, because he gives the answer

that Rinzai always gives. But, his “Katsu” wasn’t just an imitation of Rinzai. It was his shout. If

you really can see this scene, you’ll see what a great monk this monk is. You have to really be

able to see the shout of this monk. This monk has come to the place where he is able to shout the

fourth shout that Rinzai talks about. The shout where the self is totally gone. The shout that

totally dissolves the self. That is the shout this monk now gives. I wonder if any of you have the

strength yourself to understand this fourth shout—to understand the shout that this monk now

gives. If not even one of you has that kind of strength, then not only am I made lonely by that,

but Rinzai also is lonely.

Then after the monk shouts, Rinzai hits him. I just said what a great monk this monk is.

But,  Rinzai takes up his whisk and  “Katta,” he hits him on the back or on the shoulder or
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somewhere.  So,  he  hit  him  “Bong” or  “Katcha” or  something,  but  anyway,  what  was  the

meaning of that hit? Was it a praising hit, or not a praising hit? Like, if it’s a loving couple and

they meet each other and they are standing up, they might say, “Wow, it’s great to see you!” And

suddenly, they’ve both knock each other to the ground. Or, maybe they are already seated, and

they say, “Ah, it’s great to see you,” and, they tap each other on the knee—something like that. If

you’re a man and you get patted on the knee by your wife, you’re not going to get angry are you?

You’ll just go, “Oooh hooo hooo.”

So, this monk getting whacked by Rinzai, he probably just went, “Hoo hoo.” You can’t

really understand this part of the text until you’ve become a wonderful actor or actress. It’s just

like sanzen. You can’t give good answers in sanzen unless you’ve become a magnificent actor or

actress. Then another monk comes forward. But, this second monk asks the very same question

to Rinzai, “What is the cardinal principle of Buddha Dharma?” And Rinzai answers the second

monk in the same way by “Hut,” raising his whisk. Probably he didn’t  just  raise his whisk.

Probably he lifted his whisk and swatted a mosquito with it. In any case, if you look at the text, it

describes Rinzai’s second answer in exactly the same words. He does the exact same thing as he

did with the first monk. And the second monk, just  in the same way as the first  monk did,

answers Rinzai’s whisk action with a “Katsu.” But, here comes a different part.

With the first monk, after the monk shouts, Rinzai hit him. But, with this second monk,

he doesn’t hit him—he himself says “Katsu.” This second monk was probably thinking as he

approached  Rinzai  and asked the  same question,  that  it  would  be  just  like  the  first  monk’s

scenario and he would end up getting hit. So, he was actually looking forward to getting hit by

Rinzai. But, then he didn’t get hit. He got shouted at, instead. And so, he’s a little bit perplexed.

He doesn’t know quite what’s going on. He falters.  It’s truly difficult  to understand what is

happening in this scene. Just by reading the words of the text you can’t really understand it. It is

possible to see this scene as the monk already clearly understanding the four shouts of Rinzai

and, purposefully, seeming bewildered and perplexed. Purposefully seeming to falter in order to

see what Rinzai would do next—in order to test Rinzai.

If it were the case, however, that the monk really was perplexed and had no idea what

was going on, then next when it says, “The master hit him,” that hit might be seen to be, “You

bewildered fool—you don’t know anything—you are no good.” However, if it was in fact the

case that the monk purposefully faltered, pretended to be bewildered, then we can see Rinzai
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hitting him as not a punishment, as not a criticism as if to say, “You are no good,” but, instead as

a praising hit.  When the monk shouted “Katsu,” then Rinzai  also shouted “Katsu.” The first

“Katsu” of the monk was a pretty good “Katsu,” no doubt. But, when Rinzai answers that shout

with his own “Katsu,” it’s to test the monk. It’s to see clearly whether that first shout of the

monk was following the Dharma activity or just a haphazard, random shout.

The self that appears through the activity of the separating of subject and object is a self

that is surrounded by past and future. It’s fair to say that the proper, orderly interpretation of this

scene is to see that Rinzai is testing whether or not the monk has clearly seen into this state of the

separation of subject and object—the state where the self is born and is surrounded by past and

future.  What you should do in this situation is look at  your self.  What about you when you

appear? What about you when you are manifest? What about you when you are born in between

past and future? Do you manifest a self that has no doubt? Do you manifest a self that isn’t

startled or surprised, or not? What kind of self do you manifest?

Everyone is the same in that when they are first born, everyone is pulled by the past

world  and  the  future  world.  Everyone  is  pulled  by  the  male  world  and  the  female  world.

Everybody is controlled by these.  Therefore,  it  is possible to understand the faltering of this

monk—the wobbling—as being this being pulled back and forth towards the past world and the

future world. And, if you see it like this, then you can see it as a very wonderful answer. If you

see the monk’s wobbling as this clear expression of the self being born and being pulled by past

and future, then you must similarly see the hit of Rinzai as a hit of praise—just as in the same

way as he hit the first monk with praise.

I, however, cannot see this scene for you. You’ll have to use your own strengths to see

this scene for yourself. How do you see the shouts of these monks? How do you see Rinzai’s

shout? And, how do you see his hitting the monks? Of course, you have to understand the hits

and the shouts, the faltering, and the wobbling of the monk as your problem. You have to step

into this scene and understand it as your question. Even if you have done zazen for five or six

years,  it  isn’t  easy  to  do  this.  On  the  other  hand,  if  you  can’t  manifest  the  wisdom  that

understands this kind of scene, then you can’t understand the Dharma activity, either.

When you say, “I understand,” every time you say that you are manifesting an “I am”

self. But, if you have really caught on to manifesting the Dharma activity, then there will be no

“I am” in your answer. The manifestation of the complete, perfect Dharma is the manifestation
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where there is no “I am” self. This doesn’t, however, mean that the manifestation of the “I am” is

not the Dharma activity. The manifestation of the “I am” self is also the Dharma activity. The “I

am” just doesn’t attach to the “I am” and inevitably manifests the Dharmakaya. Therefore, please

see how important the “I am” is.

Because,  without  manifesting the “I am” correctly,  then zero will  never be manifest.

Then, the true Buddha, the true God, the true Dharmakaya, will never be manifest. Therefore, the

manifestation of the “I am” self is a noble thing. But, the moment you attach to it, it becomes

absolutely rotten. On the other hand, in the same way, if you attach to the manifestation of zero

or the Dharmakaya as the true thing, then a true “I am” will not longer be able to be manifest.

The Dharmakaya itself never attaches to the Dharmakaya. The Dharmakaya doesn’t think, “I am

the Dharmakaya. I am the perfect being. I am the absolute being,” and attaches to itself like that.

You should be able to see from this that any kind of attachment immediately causes you to not

understand the Dharma activity. If you attach to the “I am” self, then the pure Dharma activity

will never appear. And, likewise, if you attach to the Dharmakaya, then the human world will

never appear.

This is how Tathagata Zen understands the origin of war from religions. It’s often said

that religion cannot exist without God—that religions say we have to have a God. But, if you

attach to your God as the best God, it will cause wars. You might think that to say, “My wife is

the best wife,” is okay, and it’s really not bad, but it’ll cause problems. It’s good to think that

your wife is wonderful and everything, but the shadow side of that is that you are criticizing all

the other women. And so,  it  will  become a problem. If you go around saying, “My wife is

Number One,” then the other women will think, “He’s a weirdo! He’s just totally attached like a

piece of sticky rice to his wife!” And, they won’t like you very much. Oppositely, if you are a

woman and you go around saying, “My husband is Number One,” then all the other men will

think, “That woman is just totally attached to her husband like a piece of sticky rice.” She’s

ignoring everybody else. She’s no good. That kind of religion might be okay for that particular

individual, but it’s not a kind of religion that is relevant or applicable to everyone. But, I think

I’ve used up all my time getting kind of off the track here. So, let’s stop for today.

終

The End
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